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The effective cross-section for the gg → H → γγ reaction in pp collisions at the Large Hadron
Collider is studied within the context of a version of the Standard Model (SM) with n compact extra
dimensions. A compactification scheme that geometrically recreates the Casimir’s effect is used, so
Epstein’s functions naturally arise in loop amplitudes. This effective theory contains, besides the
SM fields, an infinite number of Kaluza-Klein (KK) fields, and involves three natural energy scales,
namely, the Fermi scale v, the compactification scale R−1, and a scale Λ at which more fundamental
physics arises. A comprehensive study of the Hgg and Hγγ couplings and their implications on
the diphoton signal strength is presented in this context. These couplings are generated at the
one-loop level at the v and R−1 scales, and receive tree-level contributions at the Λ scale. The
possible types of divergences arising in this context are discussed. In particular, we focus in the
one-loop contribution from the KK fields, which resembles an infinite number of copies of the SM
contribution, leading to divergences that are not associated with short distance effects but to the fact
that there are contributions arising from an infinite number of KK particles circulating in the loop
diagrams. This class of divergences arises from poles of Epstein’s functions. Then, the divergent
amplitudes are renormalized by using the regularized (finite) version of Epstein’s functions. The
use of new techniques to carry out radiative corrections in this context is stressed. The scenarios
n = 2, 4, 6, 8 are studied and compared with the case n = 1, already explored in the literature.
We find that the production mechanism gg → H is very sensitive to extra-dimensions effects, but
the decay mechanism H → γγ is not. The reason for this is a strong interference effect between
the KK excitations of the top quark and the W gauge boson that maintains the extra-dimensions
effects on this decay always below 5%. In particular, it is found that the top quark effects are as or
more important than those from the W gauge boson, which is more evident for a larger dimension
of the compact manifold. We found scenarios for the size, R, and dimension, n, of the compact
manifold that approximately recreate the experimental signal strength µγγ . We found that higher
dimensions require a smaller size of the compact manifold. In the scenarios n = 1, n = 2, n = 4,
n = 6, and n = 8, a signal strength µnγγ consistent with the experimental result was found for a
compactification scale in the ranges 0.6 < R−1 < 1.5 TeV, 1 < R−1 < 2.5 TeV, 2.6 < R−1 < 7 TeV,
2.7 < R−1 < 8 TeV, and 4.2 < R−1 < 10 TeV, respectively.
PACS numbers: 14.80.Bn, 11.10.Kk, 04.50.Cd, 11.30.Cp
I. INTRODUCTION
The Higgs mechanism [1–6] is a key building block of the Standard Model (SM). The Higgs boson is the particle
predicted to exist as a consequence of implementing the Higgs mechanism in the electroweak sector of the model. This
particle plays a unique role in the SM, as it explains the origin of mass. The discovery in 2012 of a scalar resonance by
the ATLAS [7] and CMS [8] Collaborations at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [9], with features that resemble the
SM Higgs boson, opened a new era in high-energy Higgs physics. In order to establish unambiguously that this scalar
resonance actually corresponds to the Higgs boson predicted by the SM, many of the coming experiments in LHC, as
well as those planed to be performed in the International Linear Collider [10], will be focused in studying its decays
into SM particles. In particular, a great deal of experimental effort will be dedicated to measure, with a high level
of precision, the Higgs boson decay into two photons, as this process is very sensitive to new-physics effects. Since
this decay is naturally suppressed in the sense that it first arises at the one-loop level in any renormalizable theory, it
constitutes a promising process to look for sources of new physics in general. The ATLAS and CMS Collaborations
have reported signal strengths in diverse channels [11]. In particular, the signal strength in the decay channel γγ
relative to the SM prediction is [11–14]:
µγγ =
σ(pp→ H → γγ)
σ(pp→ H → γγ)SM = 1.17
+0.19
−0.17 . (1)
2A precise measurement of µγγ is of great importance because any deviation of it from unity would suggest the presence
of new-physics effects (NP). Assuming that the gluon fusion is the dominant channel of Higgs production and using
the narrow width approximation, the above expression becomes
µγγ =
σ(gg → H)× BR(H → γγ)
σ(gg → H)SM × BR(H → γγ)SM . (2)
The cross section σ(gg → H) has a strong correlation with the decay width Γ(H → gg), so that the above expression
can be written as follows:
µγγ =
Γ(H → gg)× BR(H → γγ)
Γ(H → gg)SM × BR(H → γγ)SM . (3)
Assuming that the production cross section is that of the SM Higgs boson, that is, Γ(H → gg) = Γ(H → gg)SM ,
constraints can be derived on the quantity BR(H → γγ) in any theoretical model from
µγγ =
BR(H → γγ)NP
BR(H → γγ)SM . (4)
The behavior of this relation has been investigated by several authors in various models beyond the SM, such as
the Inert Higgs Doublet Model [15], models with two and three Higgs Doublets [16], 331 models [17], Higgs triplet
models [18], more general extended Higgs sectors [19], and in a model-independent approach using the effective-
Lagrangian technique [20].
More important than the branching ratios, however, is the total cross section of σ(pp → H → γγ), since that is
what is measured at the collider. In this paper, we are interested in studying the signal strength given by Eq.(3) in the
context of compact extra dimensions [21, 22]. We will focus on the so-called Universal Extra Dimensions models [23].
We will present our study within the context of a SM extension that incorporates n compact extra dimensions [24, 25].
From now on, we will refer to this extra-dimensional version of the SM with the acronym EDSM. We will assume that
the number of spatial extra dimensions is even, that is n = 2, 4, · · · , since chirality is well defined in spacetimes of even
dimension, which in turn facilitates the recovery of the chiral SM structure after carrying out the compactification. In
this regard, the H → γγ decay in models with extra dimensions has already been the subject of important attention.
It was first studied by Petriello [26] in the context of the SM with one extra dimension. Diverse studies of this decay
have been carried out before [27] and after [28, 29] the Higgs boson discovery by considering diverse geometries of the
compact manifold.
Our main goal in this work is to investigate the behavior of the µγγ signal strength for n = 2 and higher values.
Our objective is twofold. On the one hand, we are interested in investigating the sensitivity of this signal strength to
the size and to the dimension of the compact manifold. On the other hand, we are interested in using this process to
study some technical aspects concerning radiative corrections in the context of this class of effective theories, which are
intrinsically nonrenormalizable in the Dyson’s sense. As it is discussed in a previous communication by some of us [25],
the loop amplitudes generated by the EDSM can have, besides ultraviolet divergences, a different type of divergences,
which have as origin the fact that one must add the contributions from an infinite number of Kaluza-Klein (KK)
excitations. A distinctive feature of any extension of the SM to extra dimensions is, of course, the compactification
scheme used to make contact with the four-dimensional realm. In the SM extension to extra dimensions proposed
in Refs. [24, 25], a compactification scheme that geometrically recreates the Casimir’s effect [30] is adopted. As a
consequence, the one-loop impact of the infinite number of KK particles are given by Epstein’s functions [31], which
are generalizations to higher dimensions of the Riemann zeta-function [32]. In the EDSM, the one-loop amplitudes
are given by infinite sums on the KK masses, in addition to the usual integral on the loop momentum, which may
eventually lead to divergences. It should be noted that divergences of the former type do not arise from short-distance
effects, as it is the case of the latter ones, but from the contribution from an infinite number of KK particles. We
called this new type of divergences in radiative corrections as nonstandard divergences (NSD) to distinguish them
from ultraviolet or standard divergences (SD) [25]. Following a path closely linked to the dimensional-regularization
scheme, it was shown in Ref. [25] how to regularize one-loop amplitudes in the context of the EDSM through the
Epstein and Gamma functions; the NSDs and SDs emerging through the poles of the former and latter functions,
respectively. One important objective of the present work is to use this regularization scheme to make sense of
physical amplitudes within the framework of the EDSM proposed in Refs. [24, 25]. We will put special attention on
how divergences can be regularized and removed from physical amplitudes, in particular from those associated with
the H → gg and H → γγ decays, as we think that a consistent theoretical scheme to calculate electroweak observables
in this context is of great interest from both the phenomenological and the experimental points of view.
3The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. In Sec. II, we follow Refs. [24, 25] to present a general
description of the EDSM, which includes the Lagrangians and Feynman rules that are needed for our calculations.
Sec. III is devoted to calculate the widths of the H → γγ and H → gg decays in the context of the EDSM. In Sec. IV
the regularization scheme that is used to handle the divergences that arise from KK contributions to the one-loop
Hgg and Hγγ couplings is discussed and used to determine finite amplitudes through renormalization. In Sec. V, we
discuss our results. Finally, in Sec. VI the conclusions are presented.
II. THE MODEL
The dynamical structure of this version of the SM with extra dimensions has been discussed in great detail in
Refs. [24, 25]. Here, we only present a general description of its theoretical bases along with the Feynman rules that
we will need to calculate the Hγγ and Hgg one-loop couplings.
In previous communications by some of us [24, 33–36], the gauge structure of Yang-Mills theories with flat extra
dimensions was studied [24, 33–35], which served us as a basis to construct an effective theory for the SM that
incorporates this kind of new-physics effects [24, 25, 36]. Some technical [37–39] and phenomenological [40, 41]
implications of these studies have also been reported. The approach followed in these works starts by assuming the
existence of a hypothetical Minkowskian spacetime manifold of dimension 4 + n, Md = M4 × Nn, with M4 the
standard 4-dimensional spacetime manifold and Nn a plane n-dimensional spatial submanifold. On this background,
one starts by taking a gauge field theory governed by the extended Poincare´ group ISO(1, 3 + n) and, also, by an
extension of the SM gauge group, that is, G(Md)SM = SUC(3,Md)×SUL(2,Md)×UY (1,Md), as it is assumed that
the gauge parameters, collectively denoted by α, are valued on the whole spacetime manifold, that is, α = α(x, x¯),
with x ∈M4 and x¯ ∈ Nn. In our approach, we perform the compactification at the classical level and then we proceed
to quantize the resultant effective theory in the standard way. The starting point is a classical action that is assumed
to be a functional on gauge and matter fields, which furnish representations of the extended Lorentz group SO(1, 3+n).
Because there are no infinite extra dimensions, a compactification scheme is implemented in order to obtain a realistic
field theory. This means that one must be able to pass from this hypothetical field theory governed by the extended
groups {ISO(1, 3+n), G(Md)SM} to an effective theory governed by the standard groups {ISO(1, 3), G(M4)SM}, that
is, to a field theory whose dynamics is dictated by the SM gauge group and whose spacetime quantum observables
are those provided by standard Poincare´ group, ISO(1, 3). This is the theory to be quantized [24, 25].
For the same reason that in general relativity the presence of terms allowed by general coordinate invariance that
involve arbitrary powers of the curvature tensor R, cannot be excluded on the grounds symmetry criterions or argued
renormalizability in the Dyson’s sense [42, 43], unlike others theories, the SM in more than four dimensions must
include all the independent interactions that are consistent with the Poincare´ and gauge symmetries. To continue,
let us introduce an appropriate notation. The gauge fields (connections) and curvatures of the extended gauge group
G(Md)SM will be denoted collectively by AM (x, x¯) and FMN (x, x¯), respectively, where M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, · · · , 4 + n =
µ, µ¯. Leptons and quarks will be characterized by spinor Ψ(x, x¯) fields of SO(1, 3+n), which have 22+
n
2 components.
The Higgs doublet will be denoted by Φ(x, x¯). Observe that we are using the matrix notation AM (x, x¯) = T aAaM (x, x¯),
etc. Also, note that G(Md)SM and G(M4)SM differ as gauge groups, but they are identical as Lie groups, which means
that both groups have identical representations. Thus, the corresponding action would be a functional of matter and
gauge fields:
S[Φ,Ψ,AM ] =
∫
d4x dnx¯ L4+n(Φ,Ψ, DMΦ, DMΨ,FMN) , (5)
where
L4+n = LSM4+n(Φ,Ψ, DMΦ, DMΨ,FMN) +
∑
d
λd
Λd
O(d+d) (Φ,Ψ, DMΦ, DMΨ,FMN , DAFMN , · · · ) , (6)
with DM the covariant derivative of the extended group G(Md)SM. In the last equation, the first term of the right-
hand side corresponds to the (4+n)-dimensional version of the SM (see Ref. [24]), whereas the second term represents
an infinite series of {ISO(1, 3 + n), G(Md)SM}-invariant terms O(d+d) of canonical dimension higher than d = 4+ n,
whose dimension is appropriately corrected by inverse powers of an unknown energy scale Λ.
As already discussed in Refs. [24, 25, 33–36], before quantizing the theory, two point maps must be implemented in
order to pass from the above {ISO(1, 3 + n), G(Md)SM} description to a more realistic theory in the sense that the
standard groups {ISO(1, 3), G(M4)SM} govern it. Once this step is completed, the resulting theory can be quantized in
the standard way. Besides being invariant under the standard symmetries, the theory emerging from compactification
must contain the SM and it has to reduce to such low-energy description when the size of the submanifold Nn is
4small enough, that is, the new-physics effects must be of decoupling nature [44]. This approach is reinforced by the
discovery of the Higgs boson [7, 8], which supports experimentally that the SM is renormalizable.
The first of these maps simply accommodates the field representations of the extended Lorentz group SO(1, 3 + n)
into appropriate representations of the subgroups {SO(1, 3), SO(n)}. So, one maps covariant objets of SO(1, 3 + n)
into covariant objets of the subgroups {SO(1, 3), SO(n)}:
SO(1, 3 + n) 7→ {SO(1, 3), SO(n)},
Φ(x, x¯) 7→ Φ(x, x¯),
Ψ(x, x¯) 7→ {ψ1(x, x¯), · · · , ψ2n2 (x, x¯)},
AM (x, x¯) 7→ {Aµ(x, x¯) ,Aµ¯(x, x¯)},
FMN (x, x¯) 7→ {Fµν(x, x¯),Fµν¯(x, x¯),Fµ¯ν¯(x, x¯)} ,
where the ψa(x, x¯) are 2
n
2 4-component spinor fields of SO(1, 3), whereas Aµ(x, x¯) and Aµ¯(x, x¯) are vectors (scalars)
and scalars (vectors) of SO(1, 3)(SO(n)), respectively, etc.
The next map is a crucial step in the sense that profound changes are introduced in the theory. At this stage,
one maps the higher-dimensional fields {Φ(x, x¯), ψa(x, x¯),Aµ(x, x¯), · · · } into an infinite number of products of the
way {f (0)E,O Φ(0)a (x), f (m)E,O(p(m) · x¯)Φ(m)a (x), · · · } 1, where the functions f (m)E,O(p(m) · x¯), constituting an infinite set, are
required to take values only on the compact manifold, which is assumed to be n copies of the orbifold S1/Z2. The
choice of an appropriate geometry for Nn (see Refs. [24, 35]) allows us to define convenient conditions of periodicity
and parity for the f
(m)
E,O(p
(m) · x¯) functions, so that the map in consideration can be given by Fourier series. An
appropriate definite parity of the Fourier series guarantees the recovery of the SM in the limit of a negligible size of
the compact Nn manifold. For instance, one uses even Fourier series to map the curvatures Fµν(x, x¯) and the gauge
parameters α(x, x¯),
Fµν(x, x¯) = f (0)E F (0)µν (x) +
∑
(m)
f
(m)
E (p
(m) · x¯)F (m)µν (x) , (7)
α(x, x¯) = f
(0)
E α
(0)(x) +
∑
(m)
f
(m)
E (p
(m) · x¯)α(m)(x) , (8)
in order to identify the terms that are multiplied by the f
(0)
E coefficients with the curvatures, F
(0)
µν (x), and the gauge
parameters, α(0)(x), of the standard gauge group G(M4)SM. The multidimensional trigonometric functions have
defined parity, f
(m)
E (−x¯) = +f (m)E (x¯) and f (m)O (−x¯) = −f (m)O (x¯). In addition, (m) is a compact notation to denote
diverse configurations of Fourier indices and the symbol
∑
(m) is a short-hand notation that denotes discrete sums
of diverse multiplicities (see Ref.[24] for details). Although the x¯ coordinates label degrees of freedom in the original
theory, they no longer play this role. This means that after implementing this map the degrees of freedom of the
theory are exclusively determined by the SO(1, 3)-covariant objets, that is, by the SM fields {Φ(0)(x), ψ(0)(x), · · · }
and their KK excitations {Φ(m)(x), ψ(m)(x), · · · }. Thereby, the integration of the x¯ coordinates can be performed
in the action, which in turn implies that the ISO(n) group associated with the Nn manifold has disappeared from
the theory. As it is discussed in Ref. [24], the implementation of the two covariant maps that we described above
allows us to hide the {ISO(1, 3+n), G(Md)SM} symmetries into the standard {ISO(1, 3), G(N,M4)SM} symmetries.
In this regard, an interesting parallelism of the KK mass-generating mechanism with the Higgs mechanism has been
described in Ref.[24].
Following with our review of the model, after compactification, one ends with an effective field theory, in which
each SM particle has an associated family of fields. The effective theory that emerges after integrating out the x¯
coordinates in the classical action, which is governed by the standard groups {ISO(1, 3), G(M4)SM}, is given by a
Lagrangian that can be written as the sum of three effective Lagrangians [24, 25]:
L(0)eff = L(0)SM + L(0)d>4 , (9)
L(0)(m)eff = L(0)(m)d=4 + L(0)(m)d>4 , (10)
L(m)eff = L(m)d=4 + L(m)d>4 . (11)
1 See Ref.[24] for notation and conventions.
5The first terms of these Lagrangians, which were explicitly derived in [24], emerge from compactification of the
(4 + n)-dimensional version of the SM. All the interactions appearing in these Lagrangians have a renormalizable
structure in the Dyson’s sense, which is indicated by the subscript d = 4. The Lagrangian L(0)SM represents the SM,
L(0)(m)
d=4 contains interactions among SM fields (zero modes) and KK excitations, and L(m)d=4 involves interactions only
among KK excitations. The L(0)(m)
d=4 and L(m)d=4 Lagrangians are given by infinite series in the Fourier indices (m).
Contributions to physical amplitudes coming from this sector of the EDSM will depend on the physical scales v and
R−1.
The last terms in Eqs. (9), (10), and (11) come from the compactification of {ISO(1, 3 + n), G(Md)SM}-invariant
interactions of canonical dimension higher than d. Since all the interactions respecting these symmetries must be
included because there is no criterion to exclude them, these Lagrangians also contain all the {ISO(1, 3), G(M4)SM}-
invariant interactions of canonical dimension higher than four. The L(0)(m)
d>4 and L(m)d>4 Lagrangians include, in addition,
infinite sums over Fourier indices. It should be noted that the expression given by Eq. (9) corresponds to the most
general effective Lagrangian that can be conceived by only using SM fields and symmetries, and which extends this
low-energy theory in a model-independent fashion. From now on, we will refer to L(0)eff as a conventional effective
Lagrangian, whereas L(0)(m)eff and L(m)eff will be called nonconventional effective Lagrangians. It is worth pointing out
that contributions from the Lagrangian terms L(0)
d>4, L(0)(m)d>4 , and L(m)d>4 are suppressed by inverse powers of the Λ
scale.
Because we have only scalar, spinor, and vector fields, the system can be quantized in the standard way. However,
we must be careful of the fact that the KK excitations of gauge fields are also gauge fields, so a gauge fixing-procedure
must be introduced for them. This means that, besides introducing a gauge-fixing procedure for the standard gauge
transformations (SGT) defined by the zero mode gauge parameters α(0)(x), we also must define a scheme to fix the
gauge for the nonstandard gauge transformations (NSGT) defined by the KK excitations of the gauge parameters
α
(m)(x) [24, 33, 34]. Of course, our fundamental path integral would also comprise the measure of an infinite number
of fields, namely, the SM fields plus their infinite number of KK excitations. Then, in our approach, the quantum
amplitudes are obtained from the following generating functional
Z[J (0), J (m)] =
∫
Dµ(0)
∏
(m)
Dµ(m) exp
{
i
∫
d4x
[
Leff +∆L+ J (0) · Φ(0) + · · ·+ J (m) · Φ(m) + · · ·
]}
, (12)
where
Dµ(0) =
∏
x,a
DΦ(0)a (x)Dψ(0)a (x)DA(0)a (x)DC(0)a (x)DC¯(0)a (x) ,
Dµ(m) =
∏
x,a
DΦ(m)a (x)Dψ(m)a (x)DA(m)a (x)DC(m)a (x)DC¯(m)a (x) .
In the above expression,
∆L = LSGTGF
(
A(0)µ
)
+ LSGTFPG
(
C(0)a , C¯(0)a
)
+
∑
(m)
[
LNSGTGF
(
A(m)µ
)
+ LNSGTFPG
(
C(m)a , C¯(m)a
)]
, (13)
with LSGTGF (A(0)µ ) and LNSGTGF (A(m)µ ) representing, respectively, the gauge-fixing terms for the SGT and NSGT, whereas
the LSGTFPG
(
C(0)a , C¯(0)a
)
and LNSGTFPG
(
C(m)a , C¯(m)a
)
Lagrangians are the corresponding Faddeev-Popov ghost terms.
As it is shown in Ref. [24], a nontrivial consequence of the map {ISO(1, 3 + n), G(Md)SM} 7→
{ISO(1, 3), G(3,M4)SM}, is the fact that each SM particle has an associated family of fields. Massless gauge bosons,
such as the gluons or the photon, are described by vector and scalar KK excitations. So, a gluon is described by the
family of fields {G(0)aµ , G(m)aµ , G(m)an¯ , G(m)aG }, with G(m)an¯ (n¯ = 1, · · · , n− 1) representing n − 1 scalar physical fields
and G
(m)a
G the pseudo-Goldstone boson associated with the gauge KK excitation G
(m)a
µ . The photon is described by
a similar family of fields, {A(0)µ , A(m)µ , A(m)n¯ , A(m)G }. The pseudo-Goldstone bosons G(m)aG and A(m)G can be removed
from the theory through a unitary gauge given by a specific NSGT (see Ref.[24]), just the same way that it is done
in the electroweak sector of the SM. The masses of the gauge and scalar KK excitations are given all by:
m2(m) = p
(m)
µ¯ p
(m)
µ¯ , (14)
where
p
(m)
µ¯ =
n∑
α=1
mα
Rα
δµ¯ 4+n . (15)
6Here Rα represents the radii of n circles associated with the manifold Nn, which, as we already mentioned, is
regarded as the product of n copies of the orbifold S1/Z2. In contrast, the W and Z gauge bosons have associated,
besides their vectorial KK excitations, n scalar KK excitations, namely, {W (0)±µ ,W (m)±µ ,W (m)±n¯ ,W (m)±n ,W (m)±G } and
{Z(0)µ , Z(m)µ , Z(m)n¯ , Z(m)n , Z(m)G }, with W (m)±G and Z(m)G the pseudo-Goldstone bosons associated with the gauge fields
W
(m)±
µ and Z
(m)
µ . In this case, the masses of the W and Z families of KK excitations are given by
m2W (m) = m
2
(m) +m
2
W (0) , (16)
m2Z(m) = m
2
(m) +m
2
Z(0) , (17)
where mW (0) and mZ(0) are the SM masses. As it is emphasized in Ref. [24], the existence of n physical scalars
associated with the W or Z gauge bosons, in contrast with the n − 1 ones linked to gluons or to the photon, is a
consequence of the Higgs mechanism, which is responsible for the longitudinal degree of freedom of these particles.
The pairs of scalar fields {W (m)±n , W (m)±G } and {Z(m)±n , Z(m)±G } result from a nontrivial mix between a part of the
Yang-Mills sector and the Higgs sector [24]. As we will see below, the Higgs boson, H(0), distinguishes between the
scalar fields W
(m)±
n¯ and W
(m)±
n in the sense that it couples to them with different intensities. The same occurs for
the Z
(m)
n¯ and Z
(m)
n scalar fields.
As far as the fermionic sector is concerned, each flavor of charged lepton or quark is described by a family of 2
n
2 +1
spinor fields of SO(1, 3), {f (0), f (m)1 , · · · , f (m)2n2 }. The masses of all these KK excitations are given by
m2f(m) = m
2
(m) +m
2
f(0) . (18)
Since this version of the EDSM does not arise from an enlargement of the internal SM group, in the sense of Lie
group, the couplings of KK excitations with the SM fields (the zero modes) that emerge after compactification of
the (4 + n)-dimensional version of the SM must have a similar structure than those existing among SM fields only.
Indeed, the nonrenormalizable nature of this part of the EDSM (see Ref. [25]) has nothing to do with the presence
of interactions of canonical dimension higher than four, but it arises as a consequence of the infinite number of KK
excitations associated with each SM field. As we will see in next subsection, all the vertices that will be used to
calculate the Hγγ and Hgg couplings are renormalizable in the Dyson’s sense. Moreover, as it was discussed in
Ref. [25], not all the divergences that arise in this type of theories have their origin in short or large distances effects.
A. Feynman Rules
Up to one loop, the Hgg and Hγγ couplings can receive contributions only from the effective Lagrangians (9) and
(10), as the vertices induced by the Lagrangian (11) only can contribute at two loops and onwards. Specifically, at
the one-loop level the contributions to these couplings can be organized as follows:
1. Tree-level contributions. These arise from the L(0)
d>4 Lagrangian, which generates the Hgg and Hγγ couplings from
(canonical) dimension-six {ISO(1, 3), G(M4)SM}-invariant operators. These couplings are suppressed by inverse
powers of the Λ scale.
2. One-loop contributions. These type of contributions can be induced by the L(0)
d=4, L(0)(m)d=4 , L(0)d>4, and L(0)(m)d>4
Lagrangians, but only the contributions from the former two Lagrangians will be considered, since the contributions
from the latter two Lagrangians are proportional to inverse powers of the scale Λ.
With the previous comments in mind, we proceed to present the Feynman rules needed for the calculation of the
gg → H → γγ process. The couplings of the SM Higgs boson, H(0), to pairs of charged fermions are given by the
following Lagrangian [24]:
LH(0)ff = −H(0)

J (0)H +∑
(m)
J
(m)(m)
H

 , (19)
where
J
(0)
H =
g
2mW (0)
∑
F=E,D,U
F¯
(0)
V MF (0)F
(0)
V , (20)
J
(m)(m)
H =
g
2mW (0)
∑
F=E,D,U
F¯
(m)
V MF (0) V˜
(m)
F F
(m)
V , (21)
7with
F
(0)
V =


0
...
0
F (0)
...
0


, F
(m)
V =


F
(m)
(1)
...
F
(m)
( 2
n
2
2 )
F
(m)
( 2
n
2
2 +1)
...
F
(m)
(2
n
2 )


, F = U,D,E , (22)
V˜
(m)
F =
1
MF (m)
(
MF (0) −iΛγ5
−iΛ†γ5 MF (0)
)
. (23)
In the above expressions, Λ = p
(m)
µ¯ Λ
µ¯ is a matrix of dimension (2
n
2 /2) × (2n2 /2), which satisfies Λ†Λ = m2(m),
and the MF (0) terms are the standard diagonal flavor matrices of dimension 3 × 3. For instance, MU(0) =
diag(mu(0) ,mc(0) ,mt(0)). Here, it is understood that MF (0) and Λ = p
(m)
µ¯ Λ
µ¯ are multiplied by identity matrices
of dimensions (2
n
2 /2)× (2n2 /2) and 3× 3, respectively.
On the other hand, the couplings of the Higgs boson to pairs of charged bosons of the family of fields associated
with the gauge boson W , {W (0)±µ ,W (m)±µ ,W (m)±n¯ ,W (n)±n }, are given by
LH(0)WW = gmW (0)H(0)

W (0)−µ W (0)+µ +∑
(m)
W (m)−µ W
(m)+µ

 , (24)
LH(0)WW = −gmW (0)H(0)
∑
(m)
(
n−1∑
n¯=1
W
(m)−
n¯ W
(m)+
n¯ +
(
1− m
2
H(0)
2m2
W (0)
m2(m)
m2
W (m)
)
W (m)−n W
(m)+
n
)
. (25)
It is important to notice that the Higgs boson couples to the family of fields associated with each paticle fla-
vor proportionally to the SM coupling, that is, to gmf(0)/2mW (0) for {f (0), f (m)(1) , · · · , f (m)2n2 }, and to mW (0) for
{W (0)±µ ,W (m)±µ ,W (m)±n¯ ,W (m)±n }. Also, observe that the Higgs boson distinguishes between the scalars W (m)±n¯ and
W
(m)±
n , which is due to the fact that the former are associated with the transverse components of the W gauge boson,
whereas the latter has to do with its longitudinal component. The corresponding Feynman rules are shown in Fig. 1.
The matrix Ω appearing in the first Feynman rule that we provide in this figure is given by
Ω =
(
0 Λ
Λ† 0
)
. (26)
The couplings of the photon and gluons to pairs of spinors f
(m)
(a) are shown in Fig. 2. Observe that, as it occurs
with the Fourier index (m), the spinorial label (a) is conserved.
We now turn to present the electromagnetic couplings of the W family, {W (0)±µ ,W (m)±µ ,W (m)±n¯ ,W (m)±n }. The
Lorentz structure of the W (0)−W (0)+A(0) and W (m)−W (m)+A(0) vertices will depend on whether the gauge-fixing
procedure is linear [45] or nonlinear [46, 47]. As it was shown in Refs. [24, 33, 34], Yang-Mills theories with extra
dimensions are subject to two types of gauge transformations, already commented, namely, the SGT and the NSGT.
A gauge-fixing procedure for both standard and nonstandard types of gauge invariance, independent each other, can
be introduced. For instance, in Refs [25, 38, 39] a gauge-fixing procedure for the NSGT, which is covariant under
the standard gauge group, was introduced. In the present paper, we use the unitary gauge to fix both types of gauge
invariance. This means that in order to define the W (0)± and W (m)± unitary propagators, we must perform the
following infinitesimal SGT and NSGT:
α(0)± =
G
(0)±
W
mW (0)
, (27)
α(m)± =
W
(m)±
G
mW (m)
, (28)
8= = igmW (0)gµν
H(0) H(0)
W
(m)+
µ W
(m)−
µ W
(0)+
µ W
(0)−
µ
H(0)
f
(m)
(a) f¯
(m)
(a)
= −ig2
mf(0)
mW (0)
mf(0)
mf(m)
(
1− imf(0)Ω
)
ab
H(0)
W
(m)+
n¯ W
(m)−
n¯
= −igmW (0)
H(0)
W
(m)−
nW
(m)+
n
= −igmW (0)
(
1− m
2
H(0)
2m2
W (0)
m2
(m)
m2
W (m)
)
FIG. 1: Feynman rules for the Couplings of the Higgs boson to pairs of fermions, vectors, and scalars in the EDSM.
f¯
(m)
(a)f
(m)
(a)
A(0)µ
= = ieQfγµ
q
(m)
(b)i q¯
(m)
(b)j
g(0)aµ
= = igs
(
λa
2
)
ij
γµ
q
(0)
i
q¯
(0)
j
g(0)aµ
f (0) f¯ (0)
A(0)µ
FIG. 2: Feynman rules for spinor QED and QCD currents in the EDSM. These couplings conserve the spinor index (a).
where
α(0)± =
1√
2
(α(0)1 ± iα(0)2) , (29)
α(m)± =
1√
2
(α(m)1 ± iα(m)2) , (30)
so G
′(0)±
W = 0 and W
′(m)±
G = 0. In these gauges, the W
(0)−W (0)+A(0), W (m)−W (m)+A(0), W (0)−W (0)+A(0)A(0), and
W (m)−W (m)+A(0)A(0) couplings are given by the Lagrangians
LA(0)WW = ie
{(
W (0)+µν W
(0)−µ −W (0)−µν W (0)+µ
)
A(0)ν − F (0)µν W (0)−µW (0)+ν
+
∑
(m)
[(
W (m)+µν W
(m)−µ −W (m)−µν W (m)+µ
)
A(0)ν − F (0)µν W (m)−µW (m)+ν
]}
, (31)
LA(0)A(0)WW = −
e2
2
{(
W (0)−µ A
(0)
ν −W (0)−ν A(0)µ
)(
W (0)−µA(0)ν −W (0)−νA(0)µ
)
+
∑
(m)
(
W (m)−µ A
(0)
ν −W (m)−ν A(0)µ
)(
W (m)−µA(0)ν −W (m)−νA(0)µ
)}
. (32)
Notice that the vertices involving W KK excitations have the same Lorentz structure as the analogue SM vertices.
Because of this the calculations are simplified considerably. The corresponding Feynman rules are given in Fig. 3.
The tensors Γλνµ and Γλρµν that appear in this figure are given by
Γλνµ = (k1 − k2)λgµν + (k2 − k3)µgλν + (k3 − k1)νgλµ , (33)
Γλρµν = 2gµνgλρ − gµλgνρ − gµρgνλ . (34)
The couplings of the charged scalars with the photon are dictated by scalar electrodynamics:
LA(0)S(m)−S(m)+ =
(
D(0)µ S
(m)+
)† (
D(0)µS(m)+
)
, (35)
where D
(0)
µ = ∂µ − ieA(0)µ is the electromagnetic covariant derivative and S(m)± stands for W (m)±n¯ or W (m)±n . The
corresponding Feynman rules are given in Fig. 4
Notice that, as it was anticipated, all the vertices given above have a renormalizable structure in the Dyson’s sense.
9= −ie2Γλρµν=
W
(0)+
λ W
(0)−
ρ
A
(0)
µ A
(0)
ν A
(0)
µ A
(0)
ν
W
(m)+
λ W
(m)−
ρ
=
A
(0)
µ (k1)
W
(0)+
ν (k2) W
(0)−
λ (k3) W
(m)−
λ (k3)W
(m)+
ν (k2)
A
(0)
µ (k1)
= −ieΓλµν
FIG. 3: Feynman rules for the vertices W (0)−W (0)+A(0), W (m)−W (m)+A(0), W (0)−W (0)+A(0)A(0), and W (m)−W (m)+A(0)A(0)
in the EDSM.
W
(m)+
n¯,n (k1) W
(m)−
n¯,n (k2)
A(0)µ
= −ie (k1 − k2)µ
W
(m)+
n¯,n W
(m)−
n¯,n
A(0)µ A
(0)
ν
= 2ie2gµν
FIG. 4: Feynman rules for the electromagnetic couplings of the scalar fields W
(m)±
n¯ and W
(m)±
n .
III. DECAYS H → γγ AND H → gg
In the EDSM, the Hgg andHγγ couplings receive contributions from an infinite number of KK particles. As already
commented in the Introduction, the calculation of one-loop contributions to these couplings involves the presence of
discrete and continuous sums: ∑
(m)
∫
d4k
(4π)4
, (36)
where
∑
(m) indicates discrete sums of diverse multiplicities, whereas the second factor is the standard one-loop
integral. Since the L(0)(m)
d=4 Lagrangian contains only renormalizable interactions in the Dyson’s sense (see Ref. [24]),
whose structure is dictated by the SM gauge group G(M4)SM, the divergences arising from the loop integral will be of
the same type as those emerging from the SM. Indeed, as it has been seen in the previous section, the vertices induced
by the L(0)(m)
d=4 Lagrangian have identical Lorentz structures as those induced by the SM Lagrangian L(0)SM. Since in the
SM theHgg andHγγ couplings are free of ultraviolet divergences, the contributions induced by the L(0)(m)
d=4 Lagrangian
will not involve this type of divergences either. Ultraviolet divergences only can arise from nonrenormalizable vertices
induced by the L(0)
d>4 and L(0)(m)d>4 Lagrangians. However, as we commented already, such contributions will not be
considered in this work. So, the only class of divergences that we will have to deal with are the ones that could arise
from the infinite sums nested in the
∑
(m) symbol. We will come back on this subject in the next section.
The decay H → γγ receives contributions from fermionic families, {f (0), f (m)(1) , · · · , f (m)2n2 }, and from the W family,
{W (0)±µ ,W (m)±µ ,W (m)±n¯ ,W (0)±n }, as well. As usual, these contributions can conveniently be organized into contribu-
tions of spins 1/2, 1, and 0. It results that the contributions associated with KK excitations, besides being invariant
under the electromagnetic gauge group, are free of ultraviolet standard divergences (SDs), which is a direct con-
sequence of the fact that all involved interactions have a renormalizable structure. As we will see below, the only
divergences in this decay arise from infinite sums associated to the KK contributions. The amplitude for this decay
can be written as
M(H → γγ) = igα
4π
m2
H(0)
mW (0)
AEDSMγγ Pµν ǫ∗µ(k1, λ1)ǫ∗ν(k2, λ2) , (37)
where ǫ∗µ(k1, λ1) and ǫ
∗ν(k2, λ2) are the polarization vectors of the photons and the tensor
Pµν =
k2µk1ν − k1 · k2 gµν
m2
H(0)
(38)
encodes electromagnetic gauge invariance, as it satisfies the simple Ward identities kµ1Pµν = 0 = k
ν
2Pµν . In addition,
AEDSMγγ = ASMγγ +ANPγγ , (39)
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where
ASMγγ =
∑
f=q,l
NCQ
2
fA(0)1
2
+A(0)1 , (40)
ANPγγ =
∑
f
NcQ
2
fANPf +ANPW , (41)
with
ANPf = 2
n
2
∑
(m)
A(m)1
2
, (42a)
ANPW =
∑
(m)
(
A(m)1 +A(m)0
)
. (42b)
In the above expressions, the As amplitudes represent the contributions from particles with spin s = 1/2, 1, 0 that
circulate in the loops. In addition, NC is the color index, which is 3 for quarks and 1 for leptons, and Qf is the charge
of the fermion f in units of e.
We start with the spin 1/2 contribution. This contribution is given through the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 5.
The SM contribution from charged leptons and quarks, which is indicated with the label f (0), is also included. The
calculation of the KK loop amplitude is simple indeed, as it has the same structure of that from the SM. In fact, the
loop diagrams involved in both contributions differ only in the Higgs couplings H(0)f¯ (0)f (0) and H(0)f¯ (m)f (m), the
latter involving an extra factor mf(0)/mf(m) relative to the former. These loop amplitudes, which will be denoted by
A(0)1/2 and A(m)1/2 , are identical functionally speaking, though they depend on mf(0) and mf(m) , respectively. Another
aspect to consider with regard to the KK contribution is the fact that it comprises a sum over the family of fields
f
(m)
(a) linked to each flavor of charged leptons and quarks. Since all members of a given family have the same mass,
mf(m) , it is not difficult to be convinced that the net effect of each flavor is given by the following trace
Tr
{
I − i
mf(0)
Ω
}
= Tr {I} = 2n2 . (43)
Then, the fermionic amplitudes can be written as:
A(0)1
2
= −
2m2
f(0)
m2
H(0)
[
2 +
(
4m2f(0) −m2H(0)
)
C
(0)
0 (m
2
f(0))
]
, (44a)
A(m)1
2
= −
2m2
f(0)
m2
H(0)
[
2 +
(
4m2f(m) −m2H(0)
)
C
(m)
0 (m
2
f(m))
]
. (44b)
As far as the spin-1 contribution is concerned, we see from the Feynman rules given in Figs. 1 and 3 that both the
SM contribution and the KK contribution have the same vertices. Then, if we scale the H(0)W (m)−W (m)+ vertex by
the factor mW (0)/mW (m) , we have infinite copies of the SM contribution with particles of masses mW (m) , instead of
mW (0) , circulating in the loops. Having into account these facts, we find
A(0)1 =
2m2
W (0)
m2
H(0)
[
6 +
m2
H(0)
m2
W (0)
− 6 (m2H(0) − 2m2W (0))C(0)0 (m2W (0))
]
, (45a)
A(m)1 =
2m2
W (0)
m2
H(0)
[
6 +
m2
H(0)
m2
W (m)
− 6 (m2H(0) − 2m2W (m))C(m)0 (m2W (m))
]
. (45b)
Finally, the contribution from the scalar fields W
(m)
n¯ and W
(m)
n is given by
A(m)0 =
4m2
W (0)
m2
H(0)
(
n− m
2
H(0)
2m2
W (0)
+
m2
H(0)
2m2
W (m)
)[
1 + 2m2W (m)C
(m)
0 (m
2
W (m))
]
. (46)
Note that from Eqs.(45b) and (46), Eq.(42b) becomes
ANPW =
∑
(m)
4m2
W (0)
m2
H(0)
{
3 + n− m
2
H(0)
2m2
W (0)
+
m2
H(0)
m2
W (m)
+ 2
[(
3 + n− m
2
H(0)
2m2
W (0)
)
m2W (m) −m2H(0)
]
C
(m)
0
(
m2W (m)
)}
(47)
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H(0)
A
(0)
µ
f (0),
H(0)
f (0), f
(m)
(a)
A
(0)
µ
A
(0)
ν
+f (m)(a)
A
(0)
ν
(1) (2)
FIG. 5: Fermionic diagrams contributing to the H → γγ decay in the context of the EDSM. The SM contribution is denoted
by f (0).
The various C0 factors appearing in the above expressions are three-point Passarino-Veltman scalar functions, given
by
C
(0)
0 (m
2
f(0)) = C0[0, 0,m
2
H(0) ,m
2
f(0) ,m
2
f(0) ,m
2
f(0) ] , (48a)
C
(0)
0 (m
2
W (0)) = C0[0, 0,m
2
H(0) ,m
2
W (0) ,m
2
W (0) ,m
2
W (0) ] , (48b)
C
(m)
0 (m
2
f(m)) = C0[0, 0,m
2
H(0) ,m
2
f(m) ,m
2
f(m) ,m
2
f(m) ] , (48c)
C
(m)
0 (m
2
W (m)) = C0[0, 0,m
2
H(0) ,m
2
W (m) ,m
2
W (m) ,m
2
W (m) ] . (48d)
These functions have simple solutions,
C
(0),(m)
0 = −
2
m2
H(0)
I2 , (49)
where
I = arctan
(
1√
τ − 1
)
, τ =
4m2
ϕ(0),(m)
m2
H(0)
, (50)
with mϕ(0),(m) standing for mf(0),(m) or mW (0),(m) . Then, the SM amplitudes (44a) and (45a) can be written in the
following form
A(0)1
2
= −2 τf(0)
[
1 +
(
1− τf(m)
)
I2
]
, (51a)
A(0)1 = 2 + 3 τW (0) + 3 τW (0) (2− τW (0)) I2 . (51b)
It is useful to consider the limits of these functions when the particle in the loop is much heavier than the Higgs
boson. We have,
A(0)1
2
→ −4
3
, A(0)1 → 7 , (52)
which shows that the SM contribution to the Hγγ and Hgg couplings is of nondecoupling nature. However, effects
of extra dimensions are of decoupling nature because
lim
m
f(m)
→∞
A(m)1
2
= 0 , (53a)
lim
m
W (m)
→∞
A(m)1 = 0 . (53b)
We now proceed to calculate the amplitude for the H → gg decay. The contribution is given by the diagrams of
Fig. 5, with the photons replaced by gluons and considering only quarks circulating in the loops. The calculation
follows the same steps given in the electromagnetic case. The invariant amplitude is given by
M(H → gg) = igαs
8π
m2
H(0)
mW (0)
AEDSMgg Pµνδabǫ∗µa (k1, λ1)ǫ∗νb (k2, λ2) , (54)
where
AEDSMgg = ASMgg +ANPgg , (55)
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H(0)
A
(0)
µ
W
(0)
µ
H(0)
W
(0)
µ W
(m)
µ
A
(0)
µ
A
(0)
ν
+W (m)µ
A
(0)
ν(1) (2)
A
(0)
ν
W
(m)
µ
H(0)
W
(0)
µ
A
(0)
µ
+
(3)
FIG. 6: Gauge diagrams contributing to the H → γγ decay in the context of the EDSM. The SM contribution is denoted by
W
(0)
µ .
A
(0)
ν
A
(0)
µ
H(0)
A
(0)
µ
W
(m)
n¯
H(0)
W
(m)
n¯ W
(m)
n
A
(0)
µ
A
(0)
ν
+W (m)n
A
(0)
ν(1) (2)
W
(m)
n
H(0)
W
(m)
n¯
+
(3)
FIG. 7: Scalar diagrams contributing to the H → γγ decay in the context of the EDSM.
ASMgg =
∑
q
A(0)1
2
(
mq(0)
)
, (56)
ANPgg =
∑
(m)
2
n
2A(m)1
2
(
mq(m)
)
, (57)
with A(0)1
2
(
mq(0)
)
and A(m)1
2
(
mq(m)
)
given, respectively, by Eqs. (44a) and (44b).
Assuming that the values of the Higgs boson width do not change appreciably due to the new-physics effects, we
can write the observable given in (3) as
µγγ =
|AEDSMgg |2
|ASMgg |2
|AEDSMγγ |2
|ASMγγ |2
,
= PggCγγ , (58)
where
Pgg =
∣∣∣∣∣1 + A
NP
gg
ASMgg
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (59)
Cγγ =
∣∣∣∣∣1 + A
NP
γγ
ASMγγ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (60)
IV. REGULARIZATION AND RENORMALIZATION
The discrete infinite sums appearing in Eq. (36) are divergent [25], so in order to give physical meaning to these
amplitudes, one needs to implement some sort of renormalization prescription. But before doing this, a regularization
scheme should be introduced in order to isolate the divergences. In Ref. [25], a regularization scheme that is appropriate
to deal with this type of divergences was introduced. This scheme, which is based on the Riemann zeta function
and its generalization to higher dimensions, is nearly linked to the dimensional-regularization scheme. Although a
comprehensive discussion on this method is given in Ref. [25], with the purpose of clarifying our discussion, let us
outline the main ingredients that make it up.
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A. Zeta function regularization
Our starting point is a general expression for a scalar function of the Passarino-Veltman type, which can be written
as follows:
FN =
1
iπ2
Γ(N) IN
∑
(m)
∫
d4k
(2π)4
1(
k2 −∆2(m)
)N , (61)
where
IN =
∫ 1
0
dx1 · · · dxNδ
(
N∑
i=1
xi − 1
)
. (62)
In the above expressions, N denotes the number of propagators, which have been written through a Feynman
parametrization characterized by parametric integrals over the variables xi. In addition, ∆
2
(m) is a quadratic function
on the xi variables, external momenta, and KK internal masses.
As usual, the dimensional-regularization method is introduced by promoting the ordinary four spacetime dimensions
to D dimensions. We must keep in mind that implicit to this is the assumption that D is a complex quantity, which
is necessary in order to take advantage of the analytical continuation of the Gamma function. This fact is key in the
introduction of our regularization scheme, as it allows us to incorporate the Epstein’s zeta function in a natural way.
In fact, once this is done, Eq.(61) becomes
FN =
1
iπ2
(µ2)(2−
D
2 )Γ(N) IN
∑
(m)
∫
dDk
1(
k2 −∆2(m)
)N
= (−1)N
(
1
4πµ2
)(N−2)
IN
∑
(m)
Γ
(
N − D
2
)(
∆2(m)
4πµ2
)−(N−D2 )
= (−1)N (4πµ2)(2−D2 ) (R−2)(D2 −N) IN∑
(m)
Γ
(
N − D
2
)(
m2 + c2N
)−(N−D2 ) , (63)
where, to simplify the analysis, we have assumed equal radii R for all the orbifolds S1/Z2, so that we can write
m2(m) = R
−2m2, with m2 any admissible combination of Fourier indices. In addition, c2N = ∆
2
(0)/R
−2, where
∆2(0) = m
2
(m) − ∆2(m) is a function that depends only on SM masses and external momenta, and µ is the scale
associated with the dimensional-regularization scheme. Because D is complex, the last factor in (63) can be expressed
in terms of inhomogeneous Epstein’s functions as follows [25]:
∑
(m)
(
m2 + c2N
)−(N−D2 ) = n∑
l=1
n!
l!(n− l)!E
c2N
l
(
N − D
2
)
, (64)
with the inhomogeneous Epstein’s function defined by
Ec
2
l (s) =
+∞∑
m1,··· ,ml=1
1
(m21 + · · ·+m2l + c2)s
. (65)
So Eq. (63) becomes
FN = (−1)N
(
4πµ2
)(2−D2 ) (R−2)(D2 −N) IN n∑
l=1
(
n
l
)
E
c2N
l
(
N − D
2
)
Γ
(
N − D
2
)
. (66)
Note that due to the fact that D is assumed to be complex, the Epstein’s functions are naturally defined on all
the complex plane, just as it occurs with the Gamma function. The singularities of these functions in the limit
D → 4 are specially important because the divergences are encoded in them. As it is well known, the singularities of
the Gamma function occur at N − D2 = 0,−1,−2, · · · , whereas the inhomogeneous Epstein’s function is singular at
N − D2 = l2 , l−12 , · · · .
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For N ≥ 3, the Gamma function is regular, but some Epstein’s functions can be divergent. The important point
to be noted here is that the D → 4 limit not only leads to singularities of the Gamma function, but also leads to the
poles of the Epstein’s function. In this case, in the limit D → 4, expression (66) becomes
FN = (−1)N
(
R−2
)(2−N)
Γ(N − 2)IN
n∑
l=1
n!
l!(n− l)!E
c2N
l (N − 2) , N ≥ 3 . (67)
In our case, the one-loop amplitudes associated with the Hgg and Hγγ couplings are proportional to three-point
Passarino-Veltman scalar functions, C0, which from (67), become
C0 = − 1
R−2
I3
n∑
l=1
n!
l!(n− l)!E
c23
l (1) , (68)
where
c23 =
m2
H(0)
R−2
(
m2
ϕ(0)
m2
H(0)
− (1− x1 − x2)x2
)
, (69)
with mϕ(0) standing for mf(0) or mW (0) . The inhomogeneous Epstein function E
c23
l (1) diverges for l = 2. In the
next subsection, we will show how to remove this divergence from the physical amplitude through a renormalization
prescription.
B. Renormalization
Effective field theories are predictive theories because they are renormalizable in a modern sense [48–53]. Crucial
to these theories is the separation of physical phenomena into those to be explored at accessible energies from those
which can show up only at much higher energies. Conventional field theories that parametrize physics beyond the
SM, are constructed out with {SO(1, 3) , G(M4)SM}- invariant interactions of canonical dimension higher than four,
which only depend on the SM fields. According to renormalizability in a modern sense, one can carry out radiative
corrections using an effective Lagrangian, which, by definition, includes interactions that are nonrenormalizable in
the Dyson’s sense. New infinities can arise, but they can be removed through a renormalization of the bare coupling
constants that multiply interactions of canonical dimension higher than four in the effective Lagrangian. This
technique has been applied by many authors to estimate corrections to electroweak observables induced by insertions
of nonrenormalizable vertices in loop graphs [54, 55]. To carry out radiative corrections in practice, many authors
have argued on the advantages of using the dimensional-regularization scheme together with the MS renormalization
scheme [50, 52, 54].
As it is emphasized in Refs.[24, 25], our effective theory for the EDSM shares the main ingredients of conventional
field theories, but it has further interesting features. In first place is the fact that the effective theory is made
of {SO(1, 3) , G(M4)SM}-invariant interactions constructed out not only with the SM fields (the zero mode fields)
but also with the infinite number of KK fields, which have well-defined laws of transformation under the standard
groups. In general, the presence of this unlimited number of fields can give rise, besides to ultraviolet divergences,
to a new type of divergences, which emerge as consequence of the fact that the theory contains an infinite number
of KK particles, whose collective effect is characterized by the nested infinite sums appearing in Eq.(36). In our
case, ultraviolet divergences are absent from the onset because only renormalizable interactions in the Dyson’s
sense were considered. However, NSDs associated with the virtual contributions from the infinite number of KK
particles must be removed from the loop amplitudes. The NSDs arise as poles of the inhomogeneous Epstein functions.
It is important to stress that a complete calculation of the one-loop contributions to the H → gg and H → γγ
decays in the context of the EDSM would comprise not only the KK contributions of renormalizable type that
are given by the Lagrangian L(0)(m)
d=4 , which were already calculated in the previous section, but also those that
can be induced by nonrenormalizable vertices generated by the L(0)
d>4 and L(0)(m)d>4 Lagrangians. The former type of
contributions has already been studied in the literature [56–59]. As already commented, we have not considered these
type of contributions because these effects would be apparent at a scale Λ much higher that the compactification
scale R−1. So the only type of divergences to be removed from the physical amplitudes are the NSDs, which, as has
already been pointed out, emerge from the poles of the Epstein functions.
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As discussed in Ref.[25], there are, in principle, two equivalent ways to remove the NSDs from a physical amplitude.
One of them consists in removing exactly the pole of the Epstein function through the introduction of a countour
integral. As it is emphasized in Ref.[25], this method, initially introduced by H. A. Weldon [60] and then deepened by
Elizalde-Romeo [61], is, in addition to its intrinsic elegance, easy to implement in practice. The other possible way to
address the problem of removing this class of divergences follows the standard approach of renormalization, that is,
the NSDs are removed by introducing a counterterm in the effective Lagrangian. Here, we will use regularized (finite)
Epstein functions by adopting the method introduced by the authors of Refs. [60, 61]. Following Ref. [25], the various
Passarino-Veltaman C0 functions appearing in the amplitudes (44b), (45b), and (46), can be written as∑
(m)
C0(m
2
ϕ(m)) = −
1
R−2
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2
[
αn3 + β
n
3 log
(
c23
)
+ · · · ] , (70a)
∑
(m)
m2ϕ(m)C0(m
2
ϕ(m)) = −
1
2
(
1− 2n
2n
)
−
∫ 1
0
dx1
∫ 1−x1
0
dx2
{(
c20 − c23
) [
αn3 + β
n
3 log
(
c23
)
+ · · · ]} , (70b)
∑
(m)
1
m2
ϕ(m)
C0(m
2
ϕ(m)) = −
1
R−4
(
α¯n1
2
)
+O
(
1
R−6
)
, (70c)
where c20 = m
2
ϕ(0)
/R−2. In addition, the coefficients αn3 , β
n
3 , and α¯
n
1 are given in Ref. [25]. Note that the term of
Eq.(70c) is suppressed with respect to those given by Eqs.(70a) and (70b) by an extra factor of 1/R−2, so contributions
proportional to it will be ignored. On the other hand, in the amplitudes (42a) and (42b) there also appear terms like
∑
(m)
1
m2
ϕ(m)
=
1
R−2
n∑
l=1
n!
l!(n− l)!E
c20
l (1)
=
1
R−2
[
αn3 + log
(
m2
ϕ(0)
R−2
)
βn3
]
+O
(
1
R−4
)
. (71)
Also, it can be noted in these amplitudes the presence of terms which do not depend on the KK masses, so we will
need the following result
∑
(m)
= n
∞∑
m1=1
+
n(n− 1)
2!
∞∑
m1=1
∞∑
m2=1
+ · · ·+
∞∑
m1=1
· · ·
∞∑
mn=1
=
n∑
l=1
(
n
l
)
[ζ(0)]l
=
1− 2n
2n
, (72)
which arises from the counterintuitive property of the Riemann zeta function ζ(0) =
∑∞
m=1 = −1/2. It should be
mentioned that this result was used in obtaining the first term of Eq.(70b). Then, keeping up only terms of up to order
1/R−2, we can write the fermionic and gauge contributions to the Hγγ coupling given, respectively, by Eqs.(42a) and
(47), as follows:
ANPf = −
(
m2
H(0)
R−2
)
τf(0) 2
n
2
{
1
6
[
αn3 + β
n
3 log
(
m2
f(0)
R−2
)]
− βn3 f
(
τf(0)
)}
, (73a)
ANPW =
(
m2
H(0)
R−2
)
τW (0)
{
1
12
(
21− n+ 2
τW (0)
)[
αn3 + β
n
3 log
(
m2
W (0)
R−2
)]
+ βn3 g (τW (0))
}
, (73b)
where
f
(
τf(0)
)
=
41
72
− 5
24
τf(0) +
1
12
(
τf(0) − 4
)√
τf(0) − 1 I +
9
8
(
τf(0) − 2
)
τf(0) I
2 , (74a)
g (τW (0)) =
11
12
− 13
72
(
21− n+ 2
τW (0)
)
+
5
24
(3 + n) τW (0)
− 1
12
√
τW (0) − 1
[
(3 + n) τW (0) − 2 (10− n)−
4
τW (0)
]
I
− 1
8
τW (0) [(3 + n) τW (0) − 10] I2 . (74b)
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In addition,
ANPgg = ANPf
∣∣∣
f=q
. (75)
It is worth noting the fact that terms like those given by Eq.(72) arise in some parts of the amplitudes (73a) and
(73b), but they cancel each other. For instance, the amplitude ANPf have two parts that induce the term (72) but
with opposing signs:
2
∑
m)
= 2
(
1− 2n
2n
)
, (76a)
4
∑
m)
m2f(m)C
(m)
0
(
m2f(m)
)
= −2
(
1− 2n
2n
)
+ · · · . (76b)
A similar situation occurs in the amplitude ANPW . These cancellations are a consequence of the decoupling nature
of the new physics effects, as it is established by Eqs.(53a) and (53b). This also allows us to be confident that our
results are correct.
On the other hand, it is worth mentioning some interesting properties of the functions given by Eqs.(74a) and
(74b). In first place, it should be noted that both f and g functions vanish in the heavy mass limit, that is, in the
respective mf(0) →∞ and mW (0) →∞ limits or, equivalently, in the τf(0) →∞ and τW (0) →∞ limits. This in turn
implies the existence of the following limits:
lim
τ
f(0)
→∞
τf(0)f
(
τf(0)
)
=
7
180
= 0.0388889 , (77a)
lim
τ
W (0)
→∞
τW (0)g (τW (0)) =
2
45
n− 1
5
= 0.0444n− 0.2 . (77b)
These limits should be compared with the exact values of these terms, which, considering the quark top in the fermion
case, are given by:
τt(0)f (τt(0)) = 0.039974 , (78a)
τW (0)g (τW (0)) = 0.0571n− 0.31 . (78b)
This shows that, in practice, one can take the limit values without any noticeable change in the final result. Moreover,
the relative importance of the f and g functions, next to the logarithms appearing in the (73a) and (73b) amplitudes,
should be compared. Thus, we have
−τt(0)f (τt(0)) = −0.039974 ↔
1
6
τt(0) log
(
m2
t(0)
R−2
)
= −2.71054 (79a)
τW (0)g (τW (0)) = 0.0571n− 0.31 ↔
1
12
(
21− n+ 2
τW (0)
)
log
(
m2
W (0)
R−2
)
= 0.500417n− 11.1196 , (79b)
where the value R−1 = 500 GeV for the compactification scale was used. It can be appreciated from these expressions
that the terms involving the Logarithms are two orders of magnitude larger than those involving the f and g functions.
This difference is greater as the compactification scale increases, so the contributions from the f and g functions can
be ignored. From now on, we will consider the following expressions for the amplitudes given by Eqs.(73a) and (73b):
ANPf = −
(
m2
H(0)
R−2
)
τf(0) 2
n
2
(
1
6
)[
αn3 + β
n
3 log
(
m2
f(0)
R−2
)]
, (80a)
ANPW =
(
m2
H(0)
R−2
)
τW (0)
(
1
12
)(
21− n+ 2
τW (0)
)[
αn3 + β
n
3 log
(
m2
W (0)
R−2
)]
. (80b)
V. DISCUSSION
In the SM, the top quark dominates the H → gg decay and gives the most important contribution from the fermion
sector to the H → γγ decay, although in the latter process the W contribution is the dominant one. In fact, the top
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and the W contribute destructively to the H → γγ decay, the former with an approximate value of −4/3 and the
latter with 8.35. So, in absolute value, the top quark contribution represents around the 16% of the W contribution.
Using the values mt(0) = 173 GeV and mW (0) = 80.385 GeV [11], we have ASMgg ≈ −4/3 and ASMγγ ≈ 13/2. As it is
apparent from the results of the previous section, the KK excitations of the top quark and the W gauge boson also
dominate the Hgg and Hγγ couplings, so only the contributions from the families of fields {t(0), t(m)1 , · · · , t(m)2n2 } and
{W (0)µ ,W (m)µ ,W (m)n¯ ,W (m)n } will be considered. With this in mind, and taking into account the remarks presented at
end of previous section, Eqs. (59) and (60) become
Pngg =
∣∣∣∣1 + 2n2−1
(
m2
t(0)
R−2
)[
αn3 + β
n
3 log
(
m2
t(0)
R−2
)]∣∣∣∣
2
, (81a)
Cnγγ =
∣∣∣∣1 + 213 (Ant +AnW )
∣∣∣∣
2
, (81b)
where Ant and AnW are the respective contributions from the t and W families, which are given by
Ant = −
8
9
2
n
2
(
m2
t(0)
R−2
)[
αn3 + β
n
3 log
(
m2
t(0)
R−2
)]
, (82a)
AnW =
1
3
(
m2
W (0)
R−2
)(
21− n+ m
2
H(0)
2m2
W (0)
)[
αn3 + β
n
3 log
(
m2
W (0)
R−2
)]
(82b)
So the signal strength for a given number n of extra dimensions is given by
µnγγ = P
n
ggC
n
γγ , (83)
where Pngg would measure the sensitivity to extra dimensions of the Higgs production mechanism, while the C
n
γγ
parameter would indicate us the corresponding sensitivity of the decay channel.
In general, the coefficients αn3 and β
n
3 do not depend on the parameters of the physical process in consideration; they
only depend on the mathematical properties of the regularized Epstein functions [60, 61]. A list of these parameters
are given in Ref.[25]. For reasons of clarity, we reproduce them in Table I for n = 2, 4, 6, 8, since only these cases will
be considered in this work. From this Table, it can be appreciated that αn3 > 0 and β
n
3 < 0 always, so they contribute
constructively to the amplitudes, that is,[
αn3 + β
n
3 log
(
m2
ϕ(0)
R−2
)]
> 0 , mϕ(0) = mt(0) ,mW (0) . (84)
This means that Ant < 0 and AnW > 0 always, just as it happens in the SM. In this table, the values of Ant , AnW ,
2
13 (Ant +AnW ), and Cnγγ are also presented for illustrative purposes using R−1 = 0.5 TeV.
n αn3 β
n
3 A
n
t A
n
W
2
13
(Ant +A
n
W ) C
n
γγ
2 2.57014 −0.886227 −0.947358 1.50592 0.0236577 1.04788
4 2.18119 −3.562 −4.14675 3.55353 −0.0593633 0.884797
6 1.00188 −2.23484 −4.89126 1.90867 −0.191417 0.653807
8 0.310157 −2.56561 −9.80033 1.76811 −0.516944 0.233343
TABLE I: The coefficients αn3 and β
n
3 for n = 2, 4, 6, 8. The values of the diverse amplitudes are also show for R
−1 = 0.5 TeV.
We now proceed to analyze numerically our results. For each dimension n (= 2, 4, 6, 8), we will fit the values
of the compactification scale R−1 to a variation range appropriate to reproduce a signal strength µnγγ ranging,
approximately, from 1 to 1.35. In analyzing our results, we must take into account that the strength signal depends
indeed on two subprocesses, namely, gg → H and H → γγ, and that each one may show a different sensitivity to extra
dimensions. However, it would not be physically acceptable to get such range of variation for µnγγ from a product of
bizarre values of Pngg and C
n
γγ . For instance, it may occur that a very small (large) value of P
n
gg was compensated by
a large (small) value of Cnγγ , and yet one gets the desired range of variation 1 ≤ µnγγ ≤ 1.35. This situation is present
indeed, because, while it is true that the signal tends to be suppressed by a small size R of the compact manifold,
it is strengthened by the dimension of the manifold. The impact of the number of extra dimensions on physical
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FIG. 8: Behavior of the signal strengths P 2gg (dashed line), C
2
γγ (solid line), and µ
2
γγ (dotted line) for n = 2 as a function of the
compactification scale in the range 1 ≤ R−1 ≤ 2.5 TeV. The relative importance of the t and W contribution to the H → γγ
decay is also shown through behavior of the A2t and A
2
W loop amplitudes.
amplitudes for the subprocesses gg → H and H → γγ can emerge directly through multiplicative factors that depend
on n, as 2
n
2 in the case of the quark top contribution, or n in the case of the W contribution. In all cases, we only
will consider scenarios with R−1 ≥ 0.5 TeV.
Scenario n = 2. In Fig. 8, we display the behavior of the quantities P 2gg, C
2
γγ , and µ
2
γγ as functions of the
compactification scale in the range 1 ≤ R−1 ≤ 2.5 TeV. In this figure, the relative importance of the t quark and the
W gauge boson on the H → γγ decay is also shown. From this figure, it can be appreciated that the new-physics
effects interfere constructively with the SM prediction in the production process gg → H and destructively in the γγ
channel decay. In the range of variation shown for R−1, P 2gg ranges from 1.37 to 1.07, whereas C
2
γγ ranges from 1.001
to 0.99, which leads to a variation of the signal strength µ2γγ ranging from 1.37 to 1.07. The impact of new-physics
effects on the H → γγ decay is very marginal because of the strong interference between the top quark and W gauge
boson contributions. Note that there is a strong destructive effect between the A2t and A2W amplitudes.
Scenario n = 4. In Fig. 9, the behavior of the P 4gg, C
4
γγ , and µ
4
γγ quantities as functions of the compactification scale
R−1 is displayed. It can be appreciated from this figure that, as it occurs in the scenario n = 2, the signal strength
µ4γγ is essentially determined by the production mechanism, since P
4
gg ranges from 1.42 to 1.07 for 2.6 < R
−1 < 7 TeV,
whereas C4γγ ranges from 0.94 to 0.99 in the same interval of variation. In this case, the new physics effects interfere
constructively in the production mechanism and destructively in the decay channel, although the interference effect is
very marginal, as it is always below a 5%. The very marginal importance of the H → γγ decay in the signal strength
is a consequence of the strong destructive interference between the top quark and W gauge boson contributions, as
it can be appreciated from Fig.9, in which the variations of the amplitudes A4t and A4W are shown. In this scenario,
the signal strength µ4γγ ranges from 1.34 to 1.06, which is in agreement with the experimental result.
Scenario n = 6. In Fig. 10, we show the behavior of the signal strengths P 6gg , C
6
γγ , and µ
6
γγ in the range
2.7 ≤ R−1 ≤ 8 TeV. From this figure, we can see that these quantities have a behavior that is entirely similar that
observed in the scenario n = 4.
Scenario n = 8. In Fig.11 the behavior of the signal strengths P 6gg, C
6
γγ , and µ
6
γγ in the range 4.2 ≤ R−1 ≤ 10 TeV.
The behavior of these quantities is similar to that of the cases n = 2, 4, 6, but for higher values of the compactification
scale. In this scenario, the destructive interference in the channel decay is a little bigger than the previous scenarios,
but not exceeding 10%, which is a consequence of a more significant role of the top quark, whose contribution is
dominate on the W contribution for higher dimensions.
It is interesting to compare our results with those obtained in Ref. [26] for the case n = 1. Here, we have reproduced
the results given in this work by using Feynman rules derived from Ref. [62]. In this case, after using the results given
by Eqs.(70a), (70b), (70c), (71), and (72), we find that the amplitudes are proportional to the Riemann zeta function
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FIG. 9: Behavior of the signal strengths P 4gg (shaded line), C
4
γγ (solid line), and µ
4
γγ (dotted line) for n = 4 as a function of the
compactification scale in the range 2.6 ≤ R−1 ≤ 7 TeV. The relative importance of the t and W contribution to the H → γγ
decay is also shown through behavior of the A4t and A
4
W loop amplitudes.
FIG. 10: Behavior of the signal strengths P 6gg (dotted line), C
6
γγ (dashed line), and µ
6
γγ (solid line) for n = 6 as a function
of the compactification scale in the range 2.7 ≤ R−1 ≤ 8 TeV. The relative importance of the t and W contribution to the
H → γγ decay is also shown through behavior of the A
(6)
t and A
(6)
W loop amplitudes.
ζ(2) = π2/6. Then, we have
P 1gg =
[
1 +
(mt(0)
R−1
)2
ζ(2)
]2
, (85)
P 1γγ =
[
1 +
2
13
(
A(1)t +A(1)W
)]2
, (86)
where
A(1)t = −
(
2
3
)2 (mt(0)
R−1
)2
ζ(2) , (87)
A
(1)
W = 7
(mW (0)
R−1
)2
ζ(2) . (88)
In Fig. 12 the behavior of the signal strengths P 1gg, C
1
γγ , and µ
1
γγ as functions of the compactification scale R
−1 is
shown. It can be appreciated from these figures that the extra-dimension contribution to the gg → H and H → γγ
subprocesses is constructive in both cases. We note that the signal strength µ1γγ falls within the experimental result
for a R−1 ranging from approximately 0.7 TeV to 1.5 TeV. From this figure, we can also see that the top-quark
contribution to the H → γγ decay is larger than the W contribution.
From the above results, we can conclude that in the extra-dimensions scenarios n = 1, n = 2, n = 4, n = 6,
and n = 8, a signal strength µnγγ consistent with the experimental result can be found for a compactification scale in
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FIG. 11: Behavior of the signal strengths P 8gg (dotted line), C
8
γγ (dashed line), and µ
8
γγ (solid line) for n = 8 as a function
of the compactification scale in the range 4.2 ≤ R−1 ≤ 10 TeV. The relative importance of the t and W contribution to the
H → γγ decay is also shown through behavior of the A
(8)
t and A
(8)
W loop amplitudes.
ED: n Size R Production Mechanism: Pngg =
∣
∣
∣
A
EDSM
gg
ASMgg
∣
∣
∣
2
Decay Channel: Cnγγ =
∣
∣
∣
A
EDSM
γγ
ASMγγ
∣
∣
∣
2
Signal Strength: µnγγ
1 0.6 < R−1 < 1.5 1.29 > P 1gg > 1.04 1.04 > C
1
γγ > 1.007 1.35 > µ
1
γγ > 1.05
2 1 < R−1 < 2.5 1.37 > P 2gg > 1.07 1.001 > C
2
γγ > 0.99 1.37 > µ
2
γγ > 1.07
4 2.6 < R−1 < 7 1.41 > P 4gg > 1.07 0.94 < C
4
γγ < 0.99 1.33 > µ
4
γγ > 1.06
6 2.7 < R−1 < 8 1.5 > P 6gg > 1.07 0.91 < C
6
γγ < 0.99 1.35 > µ
6
γγ > 1.05
8 4.2 < R−1 < 10 1.5 > P 8gg > 1.1 0.89 < C
8
γγ < 0.97 1.34 > µ
8
γγ > 1.08
TABLE II: Variation range of the signals Pngg, C
n
γγ , and µ
n
γγ that are in agreement with the experimental information. The
compactification scale R−1 is given in TeVs.
the ranges 0.6 < R−1 < 1.5, 1 < R−1 < 2.5 TeV, 2.6 < R−1 < 7 TeV, 2.7 < R−1 < 8 TeV, and 4.2 < R−1 < 10
TeV, respectively. The signal is determined by the production mechanism, as the channel decay remains practically
unchanged due to a strong interference effect between the top and W contributions. These results are summarized in
Table II.
FIG. 12: Behavior of the signal strengths P 1gg (dotted line), C
1
γγ (dashed line), and µ
1
γγ (solid line) for n = 1 as a function
of the compactification scale in the range 0.6 ≤ R−1 ≤ 1.5 TeV. The relative importance of the t and W contribution to the
H → γγ decay is also shown through behavior of the A1t and A
1
W loop amplitudes.
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VI. FINAL REMARKS
Precise measurements of the diverse Higgs-boson decays at future experiments will be crucial in searching for
new-physics effects. Special attention deserves the diphoton signal strength, which can be very sensitive to virtual
effects of heavy particles, as it is induced at one loop in the SM. In the Higgs resonance, this channel is essentially
determined by the decay width Γ(H → gg) and the branching ratio BR(H → γγ). In this paper, we have explored
the sensitivity of this signal strength to both the size and the dimension of an extra-dimensional compact manifold
within the context of a realistic four-dimensional effective theory for the SM.
The effective theory that results from compactification has the following features. (i) The new physics is of
decoupling nature, as it must be since the SM is a renormalizable theory in the Dyson’s sense. (ii) The theory is
characterized by three physics scales, namely, the Fermi scale v, the compactification scale R−1, and the scale Λ
at which more fundamental physics would show up. One expects that v < R−1 ≪ Λ. Renormalizable interactions
in the Dyson’s sense are present at both the v and the R−1 scales. (iii) This theory has certain peculiarities that
distinguishes it from well-known effective theories. In first place is the fact that it contains an infinite number of
particles (the KK excitations) at the scale R−1, which interact with the SM particles and among themselves in a
renormalizable way in the Dyson’s sense. Potentially this implies the presence of a new type of divergences that is not
associated with short distance effects (ultraviolet divergences) nor with large distance effects (infrared divergences),
but to the fact that in calculating loop effects to SM observables, as the gg → H and H → γγ processes, the
contributions from countless virtual KK fields must be added.
In this work, we have shown how to carry out this class of calculations in the context of the gg → H and H → γγ
processes. To calculate the contributions at the compactification scale, we have introduced a regularization scheme
in order to isolate the divergences induced by the infinite number of KK contributions. To do this we use a scheme
that is based in the Riemann’s zeta function and its generalization to higher dimensions, which was discussed in a
previous communication for some of us [25]. This SM extension to extra dimensions is based on a compactification
scheme that geometrically recreates the Casimir’s effect. As a consequence, Epstein’s functions naturally arise in
one-loop amplitudes. So, this class of divergences emerge as the poles of the Epstein function. We first discussed all
types of divergent contributions that these processes can receive at the one-loop level in the context of this effective
theory. At one loop, these processes receive contributions at the Fermi scale v (the SM prediction), which are free
of ultraviolet divergences, and at the compactification scale R−1, which also are free of ultraviolet divergences.
However, at this scale, divergences may arise due to the infinite number of KK contributions that must be added to
the amplitudes. This is the case for n = 2 and higher values of n. Ultraviolet divergences may arise in these processes
if nonrenormalizable vertices in the Dyson’s sense characterized by the Λ scale are inserted in the corresponding
diagrams. Two types of such vertices exist, namely, those involving only SM fields, which would correspond to a
conventional effective theory, and others involving both SM fields and KK excitations. In this work, we have not
considered this type of contributions because they are suppressed by inverse powers of the Λ scale, which we expect
to be well above the compactification scale R−1.
To define finite (renormalized) amplitudes for the H → gg and H → γγ decays, we have used regularized Epstein’s
functions. These modified Epstein’s functions are finite because they arise from the original ones after removing the
poles using a method given in Refs. [60, 61]. Using this renormalization prescription together with some techniques
in radiative corrections developed in Ref. [25], we were able to make phenomenological predictions concerning the
signal strength for the diphoton channel of Higgs production via gluon fusion. We have found that the cross section
for Higgs production, characterized by the width Γ(H → gg), is quite sensitive to both the size and the dimension
of a compact manifold. This in contrast with the decay channel into two photos which is practically insensitive to
effects of extra dimensions, at least in the ranges of variation of R−1 that are consistent with the data of ATLAS
and CMS collaborations. The reason for this is the strong interference effect between the KK excitations of the top
quark and the W gauge boson. Related to this, many authors have explored possible new physics effects on µγγ
induced exclusively through the decay channel γγ. By keeping in mind that what is measured at the collider is the
total cross-section σ(pp → H → γγ) and not the decays widths for the H → gg and H → γγ subprocesses, we have
found that extra dimensions provides a different scenario, in which the new physics effects significantly impact the
production mechanism but leave practically unaffected the decay channel. Since experimental observations suggest a
signal strength µγγ above the unity, it is clear that only a constructive interference between the SM and the extra
dimensions contributions in both the production and decay channel subprocesses can recreate this scenario. In our
case, we have found that extra dimensions contribution to the production mechanism is always constructive and
dominated by the KK excitations of the top quark. This contribution decreases with R−1 and increases with n, as
it is proportional to 2
n
2 (m2
t(0)
/R−2). In the decay channel, the top quark effect has to compete with the also strong
22
effect of the W contribution, which leads to a net effect always below 5%.
In conclusion, we have found that the Higgs production mechanism gg → H is very sensitive to the impact of extra
dimensions, but not the decay channel H → γγ. We found scenarios of {R−1 , n} that recreates the experimental
signal strength in the range 1 < µγγ < 1.35. We found that higher dimensions require smaller size of the compact
manifold. In the scenarios n = 1, n = 2, n = 4, n = 6, and n = 8, a signal strength µnγγ consistent with the
experimental result was found for a compactification scale in the ranges 0.6 < R−1 < 1.5 TeV, 1 < R−1 < 2.5 TeV,
2.6 < R−1 < 7 TeV, 2.7 < R−1 < 8 TeV, and 4.2 < R−1 < 10 TeV, respectively.
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